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What is BAF II …
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Our mandate is to catalyse business 

growth

• Launched July 2019, with a team of 

5.3 core team members

• Pro bono generic business advisory 

and mentorship to any Lao firm that 

requests it

• Matching grants for those firms that 

need to retain the technical 

services of business development 

service (BDS) providers

• Broadly sector agnostic, and 

nationwide in scope, with at least 

40% of grantees to be women-led 

firms

• Light-touch instrument, boosting 

the BDS market in support of ‘Lao 

Inc.’

Loma of 57bytes.com
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As of end-Oct. 2021:

GRANTS

• 215 approved grants, worth 

US$1.28m

• 124 grants disbursed, worth 

US$700,000.

• 86 ‘live’ grants, worth 

US$524,000.

• Just 5 grant cancellations, 

worth US$33,000.

• Cash remaining to be 

committed = US$916,000.

• 65% of grants to women-led 

companies

• Spanning 11 provinces outside 

of Vientiane capital
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IN ADDITION …

• 1,230 one-on-one 

company advisory and 

engagement sessions …

• … of which 65% have 

been with women-led 

firms …

• … and spanning 15 

provinces outside of 

Vientiane capital

• 892 company 

registrations on the BAF II 

website …

• … including 115 BDS 

providers

As of end-Oct. 2021:
Copies of our 

case studies, in 
both Lao and 

English can be 
downloaded 

from our 
website.
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Navigating a pandemic
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COVID-19 has been …

• … a global stress test for businesses

• … an accelerator of multiple business 

trends

• … and a chance to re-boot / a mindful 

moment (after the catatonic shock)

• Scale of impact has varied by sector, 

with tourism and hospitality hit particularly 

hard, and supply chains badly disrupted.

• It has lasted longer than many of us 

anticipated, although there is a growing 

consensus that 2022 should see an end to 

lockdown.

• Roughly 80% of BAF II grantees have 

been adversely impacted by the 

pandemic, and roughly a third have 

sought our support for BDS activities 

directly intended to respond to the 

impact of the crisis.
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BAF II did not ‘pivot’ during 

the pandemic …

• … partly because our clients pivoted for us

• … and partly because most clients did not 

regard investing in BDS as discretionary 

spending that should be cut

• Rather, BDS was seen as away of attaining 

resilience, and preparing for the post-

pandemic era

• As a result, our pipeline of applications 

remained robust

• We have had just 5 grant cancellations to 

date, cumulatively valued at less than 

US$35,000

• The biggest challenges have been: i) 

delays in some BDS implementation by 

clients; and ii) travel restrictions for the 

team.

It was hugely important that we 
kept working and supporting our 

clients, and showing that we were 
not ‘good weather friends’.  For 

BAF II to be successful, clients 
need to be able to trust us, and 

we need to earn that trust.  It’s a 
partnership.
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Lessons learned …
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Never under-

estimate the 

creativity and grit 

of the private 

sector

• Two companies developing business models 

around nutrients / protein from insects

• One botanic garden has shifted to farming 

various butterfly pupa for export

• One garment company had its best year ever in 

2021, as demand for its garments increased 

during the pandemic

• One company aims to develop a zero-carbon 

buffalo meat farm, as well as generate fees from 

selling its buffalo dairy expertise overseas.

• Numerous firms have shifted to on-line sales

• Inaugural rice export direct to Europe

Would they have taken such 
bold steps if there was no 
pandemic ?  Probably not.  
Necessity is the mother of 

invention.
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The post-pandemic context will be 

different for firms that aspire to grow

• Future business growth is going to be less 

organic in nature, and not simply scaling up

• BAF II’s job will be to help firms make the 

necessary adjustments, including taking 

advantage of new opportunities

• Those adjustments will include technical inputs 

that are outside of firms’ core competencies …

• … for which they will have even greater need 

for inputs from BDS providers …

• … and guidance on how to navigate through 

what is likely to be a more erratic market 

environment

• As such, we see BAF II having an even more 

impactful role to play in the next chapter of 

developing ‘Lao Inc.’
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… latest McKinsey global survey

The online survey was from October 11 to October 15, 2021, and garnered responses from 902 participants 
representing the full range of regions, industries, company sizes, functional specialties, and tenures. To adjust for 
differences in response rates, the data are weighted by the contribution of each respondent’s nation to global GDP.

• Likely to be 

a K-shaped 

recovery for 

different 

sectors of 

the Lao 

economy

• Which 

suggests 

different 

kinds of BDS 

support will 

be needed
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Future prospects …
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Cautiously optimistic 

for 2022

• A more resilient and confident 

corporate sector will emerge …

• … and more willing to make 

bolder step changes

• The BDS ‘industry’ itself will also be 

transforming, both in terms of 

content and delivery

• BAF II’s job continues to be 

empowering firms to make 

strategic decisions for sustainable 

growth, and catalyse the provision 

of quality BDS to execute those 

decisions successfully

• And we look forward to being able 

to conduct more advisory and 

grant work outside of Vientiane, as 

restrictions are lifted
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The impending railway as a

‘Deus ex machina’ for Laos ?

It may not technically be a bullet train, but it could 
be a shot in the arm for the Lao economy.
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Thank you for

your attention.

For more information and contact details, go to: www.baflaos.com


